Abstract. Progress in hardware and software development is impressively fast. The main reason of computer graphics fast improvement is a full experience that can be reached though visual representation of our world. Therefore, the most interesting problem of it is a realistic image with high quality and resolution, which often requires procedural graphics generation. The article analyzes simplicity of a fractal and mathematics abstraction. Mathematics describes not only accuracy and logic but also beauty of the Universe. Mountains, clouds, trees, cells do not fit into the world of Euclidean geometry. They cannot be described by its methods. But fractals and fractal geometry solve that problem. Fractals are fairly simple equations on a sheet of paper with bright, unusual images, and, above all, they explain things. Fractal is a figure in the space, which consists of statistical character as the whole. It is self-similar, and therefore looks ‘roughly’ same and does not depend on its scale. So, any complex object can be called a fractal, if it has the same shape, as the parts it consists of. Fractal is abstract, and it helps to translate any algebraic problem into geometric, where solution is always obvious. A lot of researches in the field of fractal graphics has been carried out, but there are still issues that deserve considerable attention and more perfect solutions. The main purpose of the work is codes development with object-oriented programming languages for fractal graphics rendering. The article analyzes simplicity of a fractal and mathematics abstraction. Procedural generation was described as a method of algorithmic data generation for 3D models and textures creation. Code was written with general-purpose programming language Python, which renders step by step creation of fractal composition and variations of fractal images. Fractal generation used for modeling is part of realism in computer graphics. In summary, procedural generation is very important for video games, as it can be used to automatically create large amount of game content. The random generation of natural looking landscapes is based on geometric computer generated images. Created compositions can be used in computer science for image compression, in medicine for the study of the cellular level of organs, etc.
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Principles of physical and program structures within the development and the program code, which can be used in virtual environments.
1 INTRODUCTION

The world of mathematics always tends to be abstract. Mathematics describes not only accuracy and logic, but also beauty of the Universe. Mountains, clouds, trees, cells do not fit into the world of Euclidean geometry. They cannot be described by its methods. But fractals and fractal geometry solve that problem [1].

Fractals are fairly simple equations on a sheet of paper with bright, unusual images, and, above all, they explain things. Fractal is a figure in the space, which consists of statistical character as the whole. It is self-similar, and therefore looks ‘roughly’ same and does not depend on its scale. So, any complex object can be called a fractal, if it has the same shape, as the parts it consists of. Fractals describe the real world better, than classic mathematics and physics methods. Fractal is abstract, and it helps to translate any algebraic problem into geometric, where solution is always obvious. Discovering of fractals gives us explanation of the flora, landscapes, natural phenomena, blood vessels [2].

Fractal geometry studies and describes fractals, and fractal graphics render them. The main task of fractal geometry is to provide an answer, an understanding of nature and the whole universe.

Everything around us flows and at the same time changes with incredible speed, humanity needs new impressions, feelings and knowledge based on some new discoveries. With computer science progress, entertainment growths too. People want new unforgettable experience and that is possible with computer technologies improvement. Progress in hardware and software development is impressively fast. But as for full experience can be reached though visual representation of our world, the most important thing is computer graphics. The main and most interesting problem is a realistic image with high quality and resolution, and they can be achieved by procedural graphics generation.

Fractal graphics study everything around us. It can render the shape of the cloud not by the sphere, mountains not by the cones, flashes not by straight line. Fractal graphics can “grow” plants, which do not exist at all, but their uniqueness is beautiful [3].

A lot of researches in the field of fractal graphics has been carried out, but there are still issues that deserve considerable attention and more perfect solutions.

The main purpose of the work is codes development with object-oriented programming languages for fractal graphics rendering. Created compositions can be used in computer science for image compression, in medicine for the study of the cellular level of organs, for the programming of children’s development games, in multiplication and cinematography, in modeling, etc.

Fractal-generating software. Fractal compositions can be created by special fractal graphics software or by programming languages. Fractal-generating software is any type of graphics software that generates images of fractals [4]. There are many fractal generating programs.

Fractal images are generated by special software. There is wide variety of program environments. The basic program environment includes filters or plugins, modules, and libraries. For example, powerful toolset Blender has modification for fractal creation. More complex, composite fractal images are created in combination with other graphics programs, such as Photoshop. Required fractal rendering can be achieved by script compilation in 3ds Max or Autodesk Maya. Also, fractal images can be retrieved via free web-interfaces. Both 2D and 3D fractals can be generated with web-resource Fractal Lab, which is written in Java and has an open-source Jwildfire fractal graphics editor with tools and features as in widely known software named Apophysis, which render fractal effects too. In computer graphics realistic images can be achieved by fractal modelling. The main and the most important problem is a realistic image creation with
high resolution and quality. In turn, image with high quality and necessary resolution can be received by procedural graphics generation. In computer science, procedural generation is a method of algorithmic data generation. And in computer graphics, it is called random generation and is commonly used for 3D models and textures creation. Procedural generation is very important for video games, as it can be used to automatically create large amount of game content, landscapes, etc.

Fractals are used for fractal antennas creation in telecommunication. Fractal antennas provide broadband performance in a small form factor. In turn, they are used for marine, airborne vehicles, or personal devices. Also, in the field of network technologies, many studies have been carried out to show the self-similarity of traffic transmitted by different kind of networks [5]. This is especially true of speech, audio and video services. At present, research and development of fractal compression of traffic transmitted over networks is being conducted, with the aim of more efficient communication of information.

2 TERRAIN GENERATOR

Imitation of natural landscape and scenery generation can be done with Fractal generation software.

Advantages of procedural generation:
- Small file size;
- Large amount of content;
- Randomizing of content.

Fractal generation is used to build a graphical visualization of the terrain. You can render the fractals with algorithmic methods. Unwanted deterministic fractal surface. In the form of fractal surfaces, various phenomena can be represented, which are statistical self-similarity. A synchronously varying surface texture can create a realistic visual picture.

So, the main task is to implement terrain generator based on fractals. Procedural terrain generation requires a suitable programming language and a graphic library for correct generation of terrain. As the goal of our generator is to be used for the further game scene, it's better to select some game engine which provides 3D rendering, for example, Unity3d provides a wide variety of interfaces to create required 3D scene via Unity Scripting API.

There are two available languages: C# and JavaScript. Both are object-oriented languages, but as C# is more popular and more supported by engine, therefore, this language is preferable and was chosen for terrain generator.

The first step is a terrain object, which is a base for desirable landscape rendering. Terrain is created in Editor and then transferred to main logic script.

```csharp
terrain = GetComponent<Terrain>();
```

The next step is a terrain configurations setup (e.g. resolution, size, height):

```csharp
terrainData.heightmapResolution = (int)Width;
terrainData.size = new Vector3(Width, Depth, Height);
terrainData.SetHeights(0, 0, GenerateHeights());
```

After that, it's possible to start fractal generation as array of points in 2D space using desirable fractal formula for its computation.

The next and most important part of terrain generation is to provide 3D representation of landscape, set all the heights and then render the result.
```csharp
for (int x = 0; x < Width; ++x)
{
    for (int y = 0; y < Height; ++y)
    {
        heights[x, y] = CalculateHeights(fractal[x, y].x, fractal[x, y].y);
    }
}
```

For heights calculation, there is simple pseudo-random generation of coordinates in space based on provided X and Y points, and global Width, Height and Depth defined as public values from the editor.

```csharp
private float CalculateHeights(float x, float y)
{
    float xcoord = x / Width + Depth;
    float ycoord = y / Height + Depth;
    return Mathf.PerlinNoise(xcoord, ycoord);
}
```

Fig. 1 illustrates mountain scenery visualization rendered by use of the described above code.
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**a. Top view**
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**b. Side view**
Other natural fractal compositions can be created in the same way. Rendering of fractals can be done by other object-oriented languages, e.g. Python [6]. You can use the graphics.py module to create elemental fractal rendering in Python and create a graphical user interface using tkinter package tools. However, in this work, the Turtle module was used to create graphic objects in a separate Python window.

Turtle graphics are vector graphics for complex shapes drawing from simple lines. Turtle graphics use a relative cursor (which is called ‘Turtle’) upon Cartesian plane [7]. It is a simple robot in the shape of a turtle that has such attributes, as:

- Position in 2D space (X, Y)
- Angle measured in degrees or radians.
- Flag for pen that could be set to True/Down or False/Up.

The basic two-dimensional computer graphics in combination with the basic algorithmic elements were used to create a simple fractal. Initially, a data structure and related functions were repeating operations of the Turtle graphics system, and then this turtle is used to draw curves.

Below is a step by step creation of written code:

```python
import turtle

Animation pointer creation:

t = turtle.Pen()

Pointer’s movement and rotation parameters:

`t.left(360/sides + 1)`
`t.left(90)`

Line width and color pallette:

`colors = ['red', 'yellow', 'blue', 'green', 'orange', 'purple']`
`t.width (x*sides/200)`

The result is written code, which shows basic animated fractal composition creation (Fig. 2.). It is possible to create a lot of variation of images by changing parameters.

Due to Python core simplicity, it is easy to implement tasks. The standard library includes a large amount of useful functions, so this program is the basis of a composite fractal image.

These compositions can be used in computer science when compressing images, for programming developing children's games, in medicine for the study of the cellular level of internal organs, in pedagogy and in other directions.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In this work application for 3D landscape models rendering was developed with object-oriented language C# and based on geometric, procedural generated objects, which provide abilities to implement landscape with fractals. Also, procedural generation is very important for video games, as it can be used to automatically create large amount of game content. Fractal generation used for modeling is part of realism in computer graphics.
a. Animation of 6 sides

b. Animation of 4 sides

c. Animation of 2 sides
Figure 2 – Animation of fractal compositions using the Turtle module

Code was written with general-purpose programming language Python, which renders step by step creation of fractal composition and variations of fractal images. Created compositions can be used to create new innovative projects in construction and design, medicine, cinema and many other industries.
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